Reliability, agreement, and validity of digital weighing scale with MatScan in limb load measurement
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Abstract—Limb loading measurements serve as an objective evaluation of asymmetrical weight bearing in the lower limb. Digital weighing scales (DWSs) could be used in clinical settings for measurement of static limb loading. However, ambiguity exists whether limb loading measurements of DWSs are comparable with a standard tool such as MatScan. A cross-sectional study composed of 33 nondisabled participants was conducted to investigate the reliability, agreement, and validity of DWSs with MatScan in static standing. Amounts of weight distribution and plantar pressure on the individual lower limb were measured using two DWSs (A, B) and MatScan during eyes open (EO) and eyes closed (EC) conditions. The results showed that intra- and interrater reliability (3, 1) were excellent (0.94–0.97) within and between DWS A and B. Bland-Altman plot revealed good agreement between DWS and MatScan in EO and EC conditions. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was significant and identified as 0.68 (p = 0.01). The measurements obtained with DWSs are valid and in agreement with MatScan measurements. Hence, DWSs could be used interchangeably with MatScan and could provide clinicians an objective measurement of limb loading suitable for clinical settings.
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INTRODUCTION

Standing is an essential fundamental position to carry out functional activities of daily living [1]. The ability to maintain the body in equilibrium during standing is influenced by factors such as visual input and lower-limb weight distribution [2–4]. The presence of visual input improves postural control in standing [1]. On the other hand, eyes closed (EC) during standing produces a greater body sway, resulting in postural instability leading to asymmetrical limb loading [3,5]. Limb loading distribution is said to be symmetrical when both lower limbs load equally. Functional activities such as standing and
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walking are said to be energy efficient when both lower limbs behave symmetrical in loading [1,7]. However, unequal limb loading in the long term may lead to complications such as osteopenia, cartilage destruction, and joint degeneration [6–7]. Hence, in clinical practice, quantification of weight distribution on lower limbs is crucial in rehabilitation of patients with lower-limb pathologies such as lower-limb fractures, amputations, joint replacements, and stroke [6].

Limb loading can be quantified by digital weighing scales (DWSs), biofeedback systems, MatScan (Tekscan Inc; South Boston, Massachusetts), ambulatory devices, and force platforms [6]. Biofeedback systems, MatScan, ambulatory devices, and force platforms provide more reliable and accurate data than DWSs [6]. However, the aforementioned devices are more expensive, require trained personnel, and are not available in common clinical practice [6,8]. Hence, they are seldom in use to measure limb load asymmetry (LLA). Conversely, using two DWSs is the conventional method used by practitioners to measure asymmetry of weight bearing on lower limbs [9]. DWSs give an instant quantitative reading of weight in kilograms [10] with a precision up to two decimal points [6,11]. DWSs are portable, cheap, less time consuming, easily accessible, light, and small [6]. DWSs do not require additional training for clinicians and patients and have good accuracy in static weight bearing measurements [6].

Despite the usefulness of DWSs, their reliability and validity have not been tested [12]. Reliability is defined as consistency of output yielded on repetitive measurements using a DWS with clinically acceptable measurement [13]. Agreement concerns the absolute measurement error, which addresses how close the measurements obtained from equipments are to one another [14]. It refers to the extent to which measurements between DWS and MatScan are identical. Validity concerns the extent to which equipment measures what it is intended to measure [14]. It refers to the degree to which limb loading measurement of a DWS correlates with the standard measurement tool. In clinical practice, force platform [6] and MatScan [15] are considered the standard tools for limb load assessment. Hence, there would be an interest in knowing whether DWSs are in agreement or could be used interchangeably with the aforementioned tools to measure LLA [16]. The aim of this study was to investigate the reliability, agreement, and validity of DWSs with MatScan to measure LLA among the nondisabled population during eyes open (EO) and EC conditions. DWSs are a commonly available tool, portable, cost-effective, and need less skill to maneuver; hence, if they are proven to be valid and reliable they could provide practitioners an objective limb load measurement suitable for everyday clinical practice.

METHODS

This cross-sectional study was conducted with 33 nondisabled adults (15 male, 18 female) recruited through convenience sampling from the physiotherapy department at a public university teaching hospital. Participants with impairments to the lower limb, history of lower-limb surgery, inadequate visual and hearing ability, neuromusculoskeletal impairment, and limb-length discrepancy more than 1 cm were excluded. Measurements with a DWS were administered in the Department of Physiotherapy, followed by MatScan measurements at the Department of Orthopedics and Traumatology. The study protocol was approved by the university research ethics committee. Prior to data collection, informed consent was obtained from each participant.

Weight distribution between lower limbs was measured by two Beurer DWSs (named hereafter as A and B) (BEU-GS27–007, Beurer GmbH; Ulm, Germany), each with 0.1 kg precision. The maximum limit of measurement for individual DWSs was 150 kg. Planter pressure distribution on the lower limbs was measured by MatScan Systems version 6.3. MatScan sensor type was 3150 and was made up of over 2,000 individual pressure-sensing locations, which were referred to as “sensing elements” or “sensels.”

Procedures

Procedure for Digital Weight Scale

Prior to measurements, calibration of the two DWSs was established by standard test loads [17]. DWSs were placed side by side [18] on a hard, flat surface. The positions of the two DWSs were marked with tape on the floor to ensure the same placement. Participants were asked to stand with bare feet placed centrally on each DWS to ensure even weight distribution on load cells and were instructed to stand with feet placed shoulder-width apart [18] with their hands at their sides [1]. They were instructed to look straight ahead [19] throughout their stance on the DWSs. Participants were allowed to step up on the DWSs with either foot [18]. They then stood in
their habitual standing posture for 10 s, and then measurements were recorded [11,20]. Measurement was done with EO followed by EC conditions. Three trials for EO and EC were conducted and averaged for analysis. Participants were given rest time up to 5 min as needed between EO and EC trial conditions. The positions of the two DWSs were alternated between trials to minimize possible random error. The calibration of the DWSs was carried out between each trial when the participants stepped off the DWSs and the display was ensured to read 0 kg [17]. Each participant spent an average of 20 to 25 min to complete all the trials. Similar procedure was conducted for reliability, validity, and agreement studies.

**Procedure for MatScan**

Plantar pressure measurements were obtained from MatScan for individual limbs based on MatScan research software 2009. Mat calibration was done prior to each testing session for each subject using his or her own body weight [20]. Sensitivity of MatScan was set at “high-1” since the “default” sensitivity setting is unable to detect plantar pressure of toes while standing. Six readings of approximately 10 s (100 frames per reading) for each trial were recorded. Each EO trial was followed by an EC trial. To prevent rater bias, only one researcher collected data throughout the study.

Symmetry index (SI) is a mathematical model that has been widely used to measure loading asymmetry in standing [21]. In this study, LLA was calculated using SI.

The measurements are given in kilograms for the DWS and kilopascals for MatScan. Percentage of weight distribution (PWD) and percentage of pressure distribution (PPD) were calculated from measurements of DWS and MatScan, respectively, based on the adapted SI formula as shown here.

**PWD of DWS (Equation 1):**

\[
\left\{ \frac{W_{\text{max}} - W_{\text{min}}}{W_{\text{total}}} \right\} \times 100\% ,
\]

where \( W_{\text{max}} \) is the weight of maximum loaded limb (kilograms), \( W_{\text{min}} \) is the weight of minimum loaded limb (kilograms), and \( W_{\text{total}} \) is total weight distribution (\( W_{\text{max}} + W_{\text{min}} \)).

**PPD of MatScan (Equation 2):**

\[
\left\{ \frac{PP_{\text{max}} - PP_{\text{min}}}{PP_{\text{total}}} \right\} \times 100\% ,
\]

where \( PP_{\text{max}} \) is the plantar pressure of maximum loaded limb (kilopascals), \( PP_{\text{min}} \) is the plantar pressure of minimum loaded limb (kilopascals), and \( PP_{\text{total}} \) is total pressure distribution (\( PP_{\text{max}} + PP_{\text{min}} \)).

**Statistical Analysis**

The data were analyzed using SPSS version 20 (IBM Corporation; Armonk, New York). Normality was established using the Shapiro-Wilk test for weight and pressure distribution. To assess intra- and interrater reliability of DWSs A and B during EO and EC, intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) [1,3] with 95 percent confidence interval was used [22]. ICC value >0.8 indicated excellent reliability, 0.4 to 0.8 indicated adequate reliability, and <0.4 indicated poor reliability [23]. Bland-Altman plot was employed to measure agreement of LLA values of DWS with MatScan. To construct a Bland-Altman plot, the difference between PWD and PPD was plotted on the y-axis against the average of total PWD and PPD on the x-axis. There was heteroscedasticity for measurements of PWD and PPD indicated by negative slope of the regression line, and right skewness of data was observed. Hence, square root transformation was used to normalize and reduce the heteroscedasticity in PWD and PPD. Score difference was calculated within the 95 percent limits of agreement (LoAs). Systematic error in terms of bias and random error in terms of precision were calculated to determine the agreement between DWS and MatScan [16]. Bias was defined as mean difference obtained with DWS and MatScan [16]. Standard deviation (SD) reflects precision by measuring the variability (repeatability) of individual differences within 95 percent LoAs [16]. Together with SD in reflecting precision, confidence limit was constructed in the range where 95 percent of differences from bias were expected to lie [16]. Percentage error was calculated to measure the proportion between error in measurement and the magnitude of measurement by the following formula: confidence interval (upper limit – lower limit) / mean of MatScan [16]. Bias trend was analyzed to investigate the tendency for the mean difference in measurements to rise or fall with increasing magnitude. Furthermore, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was employed to examine the validity of DWS in comparison with MatScan. Level of significance was set at 0.05.
RESULTS

Thirty-three (15 males, 18 females) nondisabled volunteers participated in this study, with mean age of 59.24 ± 6.05 yr and mean body mass index of 25.67 ± 4.89 kg/m². The mean and SD of the SI measurements for limb loading were DWS (EO) 4.45 ± 3.42, DWS (EC) 5.44 ± 4.30, MatScan (EO) 9.02 ± 6.80, and MatScan (EC) 8.93 ± 7.06.

Intra- and Interrater Reliability of Digital Weight Scales A and B

The ICC values for each of the outcome measure within and between DWSs A and B in static standing in EO and EC conditions are summarized in the Table. The inter- and intrarater reliability values given by ICC demonstrate excellent reliability (0.94–0.97).

Bland-Altman Analysis for Digital Weight Scale and MatScan During Eyes Open Condition

The mean ± SD for PWD measurement using DWS was 1.99 ± 0.88 percent, compared with 2.70 ± 1.13 percent for PPD measurement using MatScan during EO. The LoAs (−13.96, 5.30) contained 97 percent (32/33) of the difference scores. The bias of the measurements between DWS A and MatScan during EO indicated DWS underestimated 0.51 percent of measurements of MatScan. Precision of DWS against MatScan was 2.28 percent, percentage error was 2.63 percent, and width of the 95 percent LoAs was 19.27 percent. The linear regression line and zero bias line were within 95 percent LoAs (Figure 1).

Bland-Altman Analysis for Digital Weight Scale and MatScan During Eyes Closed Condition

The mean ± SD for PWD measurement using DWS was 2.10 ± 0.90 percent, compared with 2.70 ± 1.13 percent for PPD measurement using MatScan during EC. The LoAs (−9.76, 4.21) contained 100 percent (33/33) of the difference scores. The bias of the measurements between DWS A and MatScan during EC indicated DWS underestimated 0.29 percent of measurements of MatScan. Precision of DWS against MatScan was 1.67 percent, percentage error was 2.01 percent, and width of the 95 percent LoAs was 13.97 percent. The linear regression line and zero bias line were within 95 percent LoAs (Figure 2).

Analysis of Validity of Digital Weight Scale with MatScan

ROC curve was used to validate DWS against MatScan. Figure 3 shows the ROC curve for the SI of DWS compared with MatScan. The area under the curve is 0.68 with 95 percent confidence interval. The upper and lower bound values were 0.55 and 0.81, respectively. The standard error of measurement was 0.07 percent of change between symmetry index of DWS and MatScan. Furthermore, the area under the curve is significantly different from 0.5 since p-value is 0.01.

DISCUSSION

The aim of the study was to determine reliability of DWS and its validity and agreement against MatScan in limb loading measurement during static standing in EO and EC conditions. The findings show that DWS is a reliable
tool, and it establishes good agreement and validity when compared with MatScan. In practice, a force platform is commonly considered the gold standard to measure limb loading in lower limbs [24]. Nevertheless, the validity of MatScan was established to be 1.9 percent of mean difference of measurements compared with force platform [15]. Furthermore, MatScan shows high accuracy with moderate to good reliability in measuring plantar pressure in lower limbs [15].

The reliability within and between DWS A and B was excellent in both EO and EC conditions. The ICC values (0.94–0.97) obtained from repeated limb load measurements of DWS A or DWS B were superior to Bohannon and Waldron’s study [25]. Bohannon and Waldron utilized two DWSs and estimated limb load measurement in a stroke population. The ICC was estimated to be 0.83 and 0.88 on the paretic and nonparetic limbs, respectively [25]. The better ICC values obtained in our study could be attributed to the following. To minimize the potential measurement errors, this study exchanged the positions of the two DWSs on every trial. In addition, the sample size (33 subjects) of this study was larger than Bohannon and Waldron’s study (20 subjects) [25]. This attribution was made from previous literature, which concludes that averaging the higher number of measurements increases the reliability [26–27]. Hence, to achieve good reliability within and between two DWSs, we propose calibration and alternating position of the two DWS on each trial.

The decision to carry out a Bland-Altman plot was justified because DWS demonstrated high ICC in repeated measurements [16]. In order to have a good agreement, the LLA measures of DWS should be equal or nearly equal to that of MatScan measurements. Bias represents the measurement differences between the tools, and it should ideally be zero [16,28]. Bias estimated between DWS and MatScan in EO and EC conditions differs by 0.51 percent and 0.29 percent, respectively. The bias shows the difference in LLA measures obtained from DWS and MatScan in reference to SI. Considering an individual with body weight 70 kg, this difference in SI would reflect an LLA of 200 and 400 g in EC and EO conditions. However, there is
no precise cut-off value established for asymmetrical loading so far in the nondisabled population. The following are the justifications for the small difference in the bias estimated from DWS. The World Health Organization recommends weight be measured to the nearest 0.1 kg in order to assess nutritional status for an individual [29–30]. Furthermore, in rehabilitation practice, weight measurement using two DWSs was repeated only if more than 1 kg difference was observed [11,29,31]. Moreover, in clinical practice the DWSs used to measure weight distribution belong to International Organization of Legal Metrology class M 3 and above, where the maximum permissible errors from nominal value at 1 kg is ± 500 mg [32]. Furthermore, the DWSs used in this study has a predefined accredited precision of 0.1 kg precision. These reasons suggest that the biases of 0.51 percent and 0.29 percent are unlikely to cause concern in clinical diagnosis of LLA [32]. Hence, we believe that this small difference would not change the clinical usage of DWS in its advantages in place of MatScan.

In addition to the bias, Bland-Altman plot can be analyzed further based on plot pattern, precision, percentage error, LoAs, and bias trend. The plot pattern demonstrates the variance of the measurement, and it does not follow funnel, U, or linear patterns. The plots from EO and EC conditions show no relationship between discrepancy and level of measurement, allowing us to conclude that 95 percent LoAs would be appropriate between DWS and MatScan. The precision refers to one SD that describes the range for 68 percent of comparison points. Precision was ±2.28 percent and ±1.67 percent, with the percentage error of 2.63 percent and 2.01 percent for EO and EC conditions, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, there is no established standard set value for precision and percentage error for these two pieces of equipment. However, the smaller precision error indicates that the data points are closer to the mean, representing a better agreement [33–34]. LoAs refers to mean difference plus or minus two SD that describes the range for 95 percent of comparison points. LoA described the variance around the bias with EO (−13.96, 5.30) and EC (−9.76, 4.21). From a literature search, we concluded that the agreement of DWS and MatScan based on LoA is a clinical, not a statistical, decision [35]. Despite this, the LoAs are small enough for us to be confident that the DWS can be used in place of MatScan for clinical measurement of limb loading. The regression line and the zero bias line in both EO and EC conditions fell within the 95 percent confidence interval band; hence, we can conclude that the bias trend is not statistically different from the zero bias line, representing good agreement between DWS and MatScan. All these findings suggest that DWS could be a good substitute for MatScan in limb load measurement during EO and EC.

In respect to validity, the area under the ROC curve ranges from 0.5 and 1.0, with a larger value close to 1 indicating a better fit between equipment [36–37]. The area under the ROC curve was identified as 0.68, which is considered to be a good fit because it falls between 0.5 and 1.0. The p-value from the ROC curve is significant (p = 0.01) and the lower bound value is 0.55, which is greater than 0.5. In addition, the logistic regression line classifies that the significant results are not by chance.

Overall, repeated measures within and between DWSs A and B showed excellent reliability in addition to good agreement and valid limb LLA measures against MatScan in EO and EC conditions. Hence, DWSs can be incorporated by practitioners as advantageous equipment to evaluate LLA during standing. DWSs are compact, portable, economic, and easily available [38]. DWSs could deputize subjective clinical examination and objectively evaluate the limb loading in clinical practice.

CONCLUSIONS

DWSs have excellent reliability in static limb loading measurement. Similarly, measurements of DWSs were in good agreement and held validity with measurements of MatScan during EO and EC conditions. Hence, DWSs may be utilized for evaluation of LLA in clinical settings.
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